Lokk and BobSwaget: Two Highly Similar Genomes Diverging in the Region Upstream of the parABS Cassette
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INTRODUCTION

Lokk and BobSwaget, both Cluster A2 phage, were isolated from soil samples collected on the same day within 20 meters of each other from the damp, receding banks of the Shawsheen River in Andover MA, after a persistent period of low rainfall. The parABS system of prophage integration and replication was recently in–20% of cluster A2 phage (Dedrick et al. 2016). Lokk and BobSwaget have parA and parB homologues as well as parS-L and parS-R 8 bp repeated sequences motifs immediately 5’ and 3’ to this gene cluster. Although geographical and temporal proximity does not necessarily correlate with genome sequence homology, Lokk and BobSwaget present a unique circumstance. Their genomes are 98% identical, with a few base changes scattered throughout. The biggest difference in their genomes, however, is in a ~1200 bp region immediately 5’ to the parABS cassette. This corresponds to the region identified as encoding a non-coding RNA (Dedrick et al. 2016). This region of the genome is highly divergent in all of the A2 cluster phage with the parABS mechanism of prophage genome integration. It is interesting to note that this region of sequence divergence was the only difference found in two phages that were collected simultaneously, under stressful environmental conditions - conditions that could favor integration into the host genome. In fact, during the period of drought very few soil samples yielded any phage at all. We speculate that Lokk and BobSwaget might infect similar hosts, or even the same host, perhaps simultaneously, and that this divergent region of the A2 phage genome might specialize the integration site on the host genome. Alternatively this region may direct some other mechanism that allows similar phage to occupy different niches during stressful environmental conditions.
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